The Wrapped in Love Project

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE:
UNISEX POCKETS
(for babies under 2 pounds)
Before you begin the project, please download patterns at
https://www.charlottespurpose.com/resources-for-sewists.html
You will be using pieces R and S to complete this project.

STEP 1: Press your fabric.
I usually make the pockets out of pieces of the dress
that are leftover after making the larger garments. It is
helpful to lay all of these usable scraps out, face down,
on top of a piece of lining fabric.
STEP 2: Trace, pin, & cut out patterns.
Trace your pattern on the “bad” side of the fabric. Pin
the top fabric to the line fabric. Cut the pattern
carefully. (The neater you are in the cutting, the easier
the sewing will be!)

STEP 3: Sew the long side of the triangle.
Open it up and then fold it do that the finished side is
on the outside. Iron this well so that it lays flat.

STEP 4: Lay it out. Decorate the pocket.
The top and bottom corners show when the pocket is
tied, so consider decorating it with a trimming like lace,
ribbon, or applique.

STEP 5: Pin & Trim the ribbon.
Pin a 6 inch length of ribbon to the left and right
corners. Remember that the pocket will be turned
inside-out, so the long ends of the ribbon should be
pointing into the center of the project. I usually pin
then in the middle so they don’t get caught in a seam.
Cut the non-pinned end of the ribbon at a diagonal so
that it doesn’t fray.

STEP 6: Pin the decorated top pieces to the lining.
Take extra care to make sure that the decorations,
ribbon, and triangle pocket all line up nicely as you pin.
Being careful here will save you a lot of “fixes” later.

STEP 7: Sew all 4 edges, leaving a 1.5” space open.
Trim any messy edges and then turn the whole thing
inside out through the small gap that you left. Iron the
square so that the edges lay flat. Fold the flaps left
behind by the gap so that they line up with the edge.
Iron this fold flat, then pin it. Sew it shut and trim any
stray thread.

*Don’t forget to make a matching
Handkerchief while you have the materials out!

The finished pocket will look like this:

tied/closed

untied/open

